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Free shipping for many products! With the Bransonic CPX, we’ve gone digital and defined a new
category in ultrasonic baths. We’ve reimagined our iconic line of ultrasonic baths for total control
with a fully. Page CPN Rev. A Ultrasonic Cleaners Models,,,, Operator’s Manual. Page Warranty
Ultrasonic Cleaners, when used in accordance with manufacturer’s instructions and under normal
use, are Find great deals on a wide selection of Branson Ultrasonic Cleaner in Auctions, and
Classified for sale ads on LabX. Ultrasonic Cleaner CPXH 2. Gal Next Customers also shopped for
Page of Start over Page of This shopping feature will continue to load items when the Enter key is
pressed. In order to navigate out of this Back. Branson RMT Ultrasonic Cleaner The Branson RMT
Ultrasonic Cleaner is powerful enough to remove heavy oils, buffing compounds, proteins, consistent
enough to manage difficult laboratory cleaning, and safe enough for Branson ultrasonic cleaners are
extremely versatile. They can also be used in laboratory applications for cell separation, cell lysing,
mixing, emulsifying, sample preparation, and degassing of liquids. Com Branson Home Ultrasonic
cleaners Branson manual Rev. Bransonic Ultrasonic Bath REV. Instruction Manual Branson
Ultrasonics Corporation Eagle Road Danbury, CT USA REV.This auction is live. You need to be
registered and approved to bid at this auction. Watch the auction as a guest Your bid. This unit is
onsite, is setup and we welcome for you to The Branson Ultrasonic Cleaner is a stainless steel,
compact unit that provides high quality cleaning. Specifications Dimensions x 9. Branson ultrasonic
bath with stainless steel interior. Technical specifications V, Hz, W. Branson Ultrasonics CPXH
Series Ultrasonic Cleaning Bath Outfit your lab with an industry classic, heated cleaner that delivers
the same ultrasonic power even when load conditions change. Each model is constructed using
durable industrial style 40kHz
transducers.http://www.insource-inc.com/stock/userfiles/dtr-506cm-pvr-manual.xml

branson 5210 manual, branson 5210 ultrasonic manual, bransonic 5210 manual,
bransonic 5210 manual pdf, bransonic 5210 manual download, bransonic 5210
manual free, bransonic 5210 manual instructions.

View online or download Branson Operators Manual Manuals Brands Branson Manuals Ultrasonic
Jewelry Cleaner Branson Manuals and User Guides for Branson We. Branson BSeries Ultrasonic
Cleaners The Branson BSeries cleaners were superseded by the new Bransonics Cleaners in May of
While the BSeries were great machines, we think the new Branson CPX and M Series units are even
better, with more features. Branson BSeries Ultrasonic Cleaners NOTE The Bransonic BSeries of
ultrasonic cleaners have been discontinued. However, we have a huge installed base of machines,
and thousands of users so this page is provided as a reference for those who need help with their
older units, or who wish to upgrade. Within the period guaranteed, manufacturer. BRANSON
Ultrasonic Cleaners results found that include products Safe, easytouse ultrasonic cleaners from
Grainger can be especially effective for cleaning metal and plastic machinery and parts. The Branson
Ultrasonic Cleaner is a heated ultrasonic cleaner. Gov means it’s official. Federal government
websites often end in. IN STOCK Delivery Day Warranty Branson RMT Ultrasonic Cleaner Condition
Refurbished and Tested to Manufacturer Spec Warranty Day Full Parts and Labor Click for Info
Typically Ships Within to. Bransonic The Branson Ultrasonic Cleaner is a well manufactured and
high quality laboratory product. Find Branson Ultrasonic products for sale at LabX. The CPXH
digital bath is our most advanced ultrasonic bath yet. It seems the Branson Ultrasonic Cleaner, ID
has been sold and is no longer available. Similar items may be available. Cleaning Applications of
Bransonic Ultrasonic Baths. Branson 3510 DTH Ultrasonic Cleaner NIST. 2000X aed Actuator
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Instruction Manual Emerson. Branson B Series Ultrasonic Cleaners Sonics Online. Bransonic
Mechanical Digital Ultrasonic Baths. Ultrasonic cleaner Branson 5510EDTH. Branson Ultrasonics
CPXH Series Ultrasonic Cleaning. Branson 5210 Ultrasonic Cleaner New Used
Prices.http://metabolitplus.ru/files/file/dtr-32d-1-manual.xml

Branson B Series Ultrasonic Cleaners. Most orders ship within 24 business days unless stated
otherwise.All of our equipment will be fully tested to perform at factory specifications before being
shipped.Any electronic deficiencies detected are immediately repaired.All of the electronics and
boards are tested for proper function, and any necessary preventative maintenance is performed
alongside repairs by our industry trained technicians. Our primary goal is to offer products that are
as close to new as possible at an affordable price.Any electronic deficiencies detected are
immediately repaired.Great products, prices, and performance. Marshall Scientific provides tried
and true equipment at a fraction of original purchase price. I always shop here first!I couldnt ask for
more, Ill definitely use them again!Customer service is fantastic, they can always be reached by
phone or email, and the staff are very knowledgeable and ready to help. Within the period Branson
Ultrasonics. Corp. 41 Eagle Road. P.O. Box 1961. Branson 1510; 2510; 3510; 5510; 8510 Pdf User
Manuals. View online or download Branson 1510; 2510 Ultrasonic cleaner. Please note that this
manual is also pertinent to Models 1210, 2210, 3210, 5210, and 8210. Limited Warranty. Subject to
the limitations outlined below, Branson warrants that the.Branson 5510 Ultrasonic Cleaner “Bert”
Operating Instructions. 1. The power to the ultrasonic cleaner is usually left on; if it is not on, turn
on the power with the your Bransonic Ultrasonic Bath. Consult your Operators manual for detailed
information on operation, applications, solutions, maintenance, and troubleshooting. The first golf
instruction book, 1040 fillable form, Att blackjack rebate form, 2006 form state tax wisconsin,
Veterans administration end of life manual. Reload to refresh your session. Reload to refresh your
session.

With digital controls and power tracking capabilities, the CPXH Series makes consistent and precise
40kHz cleaning programmable and easy to use for any technician. It allows technicians to program
and lockin cleaning settings. It not only helps reduce operation errors, but it also allows for
autonomous operation after programming. It powers down the unit after a cycle is complete and no
keys are pressed within 15 minutes. One touch to the keypad and the unit wakes. Through ultrasonic
power tracking and advanced technology, self adaptive technology automatically adjusts to changes
within the tank, giving you steadfast cavitation. It’s smart, innovative cleaning that adapts to deliver
seamless results you can trust. We’ve extended the degas time periods up to 99 minutes to allow for
processing such as cell disruption, mixing, dissolving solids into liquids and much more. It can also
be set for time; up to 99 minutes, or continuous operation. Connect to a qualified service provider
using LabX Service. Use our directory to find and contact a service specialist. Technological
innovations, prominent manufacturers and popular equipment all in one place. View All Applications
Shop ReSellers Shop Featured ReSellers Shop All Stores Resources Resources, Guides and Articles
Learn about equipment technologies and science in our resource center. Browse articles and
infographics to get the latest industry insights. Topics Buying Guides Cannabis Laboratory
Chromatography Infographics Mass Spectrometry Product Review Reasons to Upgrade Technical
Insight View All Featured Infographics Featured Resources Auction Events Auction Events Check
out upcoming equipment auctions on our event calendar. Score liquidation pricing on an incredible
assortment of products. View All Applications Resources Resources, Guides and Articles Learn about
equipment technologies and science in our resource center.

Find great deals on a wide selection of Branson 5210 Ultrasonic Cleaner in Auctions, and Classified
for sale ads on LabX. Browse the ads below and contact the seller directly for more details or
request a quote. Designated trademarks and brands are the property of their respective owners. Use
of this Web site constitutes acceptance of the LabX User Agreement. This product comes with a 90
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day warranty. Laboratory Controls will repair or replace your part at no charge. Please contact us
for further information if you are in need of a repair. We take your security and privacy very
seriously We are happy to oblige! We are also happy to ship on your accounts if you prefer. This
includes our unbeatable 90Day warranty, or meticulous refurbishment process, our easy billing
process, our secure website, and our desire to help you get the right lab equipment at the right
price. Tank capacity 9.5 liters. Interior DxHxW 26 x 15 x 32 cm. Also will the equipment be tested,
and only leave our company if it functions properly. Please upgrade Internet Explorer to the latest
version. Each agency has its own auction rules and may be subject to government ordinances.
Contact us with any questions, comments or concerns. All Rights Reserved. Site Map. If you do not
have the Adobe Acrobat viewer necessary to view PDF files, a free Adobe Acrobat Viewer may be
downloaded by visiting the Adobe Internet Site. Stainless steel tank Replaces model 2210DTH
Mechanical 30min timer. Stainless steel tank 11.5 x 9.5 x 6 in. Stainless steel cabinet and cover.
Drain. Steel cabinet. Heater with digital temperature readout and control. Digital 99min. timer. 7.5
gal. stainless steel tank 19.5 x 11.5 x 8 in Drain Mechanical 30min. timer. Stainless steel tank 11.5 x
9.5 x 6 in. Stainless steel cabinet Drain. Identical to Aquasonic 250HT. Something went wrong. View
cart for details. All Rights Reserved. User Agreement, Privacy, Cookies and AdChoice Norton
Secured powered by Verisign. Other Features.

Automatic rotor recognition, electronic imbalance detection, onefinger lid closure, soft brake
function. Automatic rotor recognition, rotor recognition, electronic imbalance detection, safety lid
lock. Biopharma industrial scale cell harvesting, broth clarification and separation of cell debris,
separator can be a closed sanitized system, separates particles to 0.1 micronBe sure to use this
value in calculating the rpms required for each rotor. Here are a few important guidelines for
operating a centrifuge. These can help prevent damage to the centrifuge and rotor and more
importantly prevent possible serious injury to you and others. Use the correct rotor and make sure it
is properly installed. Make sure your work surface is level and firm. A centrifuge should never be in
operation on an uneven work surface. Balance the load in a rotor. If it is an identical liquid that you
are balancing against, then volume will work just fine. Stop or unplug a centrifuge if you see
excessive shaking. Check to see if your tubes are balanced and that work surface is level. If that’s
not the problem, schedule a service call. Don’t move or bump the centrifuge while it is spinning.
Make sure the centrifuge is in a location where this cannot accidentally happen. Don’t open the lid
to a centrifuge while it is spinning. Wear safety goggles if you are working near an operational
centrifuge. Use the appropriate sample tubes for your rotor. Make sure your tubes are rated to be
able to handle the max rcf of your rotor. Special tubes are needed for high force
centrifugation.Limited. Yes. ProcessGrams to kilograms of purified compound. No. Proteins.
Peptides. Sugars. NoReaction Speed. Standard. Detection. CCD camera. Scanning Photomultiplier
Tube PMT. Channel Photomultiplier CPM Fluorescence. Photodiodes. Excitation Source.
TungstenHalogen LampDetects 110 copies of target sequence. Lid Design.

Smart Lid heated lid to minimize sample evaporationTrademarks used herein are trademarks or
registered trademarks of BioSurplus, Inc. All other names and brands are registered trademarks of
their respective companies.Call Monday Friday, 8am 5pm, to talk with one of our scientific team
members. Click here to Login or Register. By closing this banner or continuing to browse otherwise,
you agree to the use of cookies. Find out more. It is like a Shopping Cart, but instead of inserting
items to purchase into your cart, you insert your requests for quotes. You can manage your Request
Cart by clicking on the icon Note If you are a dealer, please register here.It is like a Shopping Cart,
but instead of inserting items to purchase into your cart, you insert your requests for quotes.You can
send up to 10 dealer emails at a time, and up to 30 per day. The Dealer Directory is intended for
visitors to make specific business inquiries and should not be used to send bulk emails. Something
went wrong.Learn more opens in a new window or tab This amount is subject to change until you
make payment. For additional information, see the Global Shipping Program terms and conditions



opens in a new window or tab This amount is subject to change until you make payment. If you
reside in an EU member state besides UK, import VAT on this purchase is not recoverable. For
additional information, see the Global Shipping Program terms and conditions opens in a new
window or tab Delivery times may vary, especially during peak periods. Learn more opens in a new
window or tab Learn more opens in a new window or tab Learn more opens in a new window or tab
Learn more opens in a new window or tab Learn more opens in a new window or tab Contact the
seller opens in a new window or tab and request a postage method to your location. Please enter a
valid postcode. Please enter a number less than or equal to 8.

If you dont follow our item condition policy for returns, you may not receive a full refund. Refunds by
law In Australia, consumers have a legal right to obtain a refund from a business if the goods
purchased are faulty, not fit for purpose or dont match the sellers description. More information at
returns. All Rights Reserved. Shown left is a picture of the John Deere 5210 tractor. View entire John
Deere 5210 specifications below. Free shipping within 1,000 miles. You must call to get price and
availability for your loader Free shipping within 1,000 miles! Free shipping within 1,000 miles! Free
shipping within 1,000 miles! This will allow you to connect a wide variety of attachments to this
tractor. As shown above, we have hand picked a variety of implements based on the John Deere 5210
specs that we recommend and carry to fit this tractor. However, this may not be a truly complete
John Deere 5210 Attachments list. Please feel free to contact us if you have another attachment
picked out from our website that you are considering attaching to your John Deere 5210 and want to
know if it is a good fit. There is some cosmetic wear. Unit was not used very much and was kept in
good condition. Power cord is included.Working condition. Comes as pictured Needs cleaning.. more
And there is some erosion in tray Comes with lid Thank You for Viewing My auction. Please feel free
to email me if you have any questions. I want you to have a positive experience with me. If
something is wrong with your order. Please email me and I will do my best to resolve your issue
promptly. I want your 5Star Positive Feedback. Sellebrity Analytics. 5v.RcmdId
ViewItemDescV4,RlogId p4%60bo7%60jtb9%3Fuk%601d72f%2Bkw72shq%3E5v13f7831b2b00x101
Tested I was able to power it on and the ultrasonics did activate when the timer dial is turned. No
further testing. Warranty 14 day Right of Return SKU 392441 Please review our Help page for all of
our Terms and Conditions before bidding or purchasing.

By bidding or purchasing our merchandise. You are agreeing to these terms and conditions.
Questions Send us a message SALE TERMS AND CONDITIONS Only the pictured items are included
in the listing. If it is not pictured or mentioned in the description it is not included. Place a bid only if
you intend to purchase the item. If payment is not received within 3 days. The items will be relisted
at our discretion. PAYMENT INFORMATION Payments are expected in a timely manner. Please
contact us in the event that payment cannot be made within three days. Payment arrangements can
be made. We cannot process the order until we receive sales tax or a copy of your tax ID. If you
would like to pay using a credit card. Please call us at408 7435609. The condition of the item is
either unknown or has known issuesas stated in the description and does NOT carry any warranty
and NO returns will be accepted for this item. 14Day RightofReturn You have fourteen14 days to
contact us for a replacement or refund. We can not warranty compatibility with your equipment. Or
warranty items that have been installed in your com Heated Ultrasonic Bath Cleaner !!! Please see
below for images of testing with tinfoil. This Might Be Just What You Need For Your Ultrasonics
Application. If you want what you see.CPX952216R Brand New Item Bransonic M and MH Series
ultrasonic cleaners.M Series includes 60minute mechanical timer and continuous operation. M and
MH Series cleaners offer the following features Sweep frequency eliminates standing waves and
creates consistent cavitation throughout the tank. 40 kHz rugged industrial transducers. Controls
are located above and behind the cleaning tank in an easily accessible control tower panel. And
raised above the tank to avoid damage from cleaning solutions. Convenient builtin pour drains are
featured on.5 and.75gallon models. Tank drains with valves are incorporated on models 1.5gallon



and larger. Plastic body. Chemicalresistant. NOTE Tank cover included.

For optimum cleaning results. Branson offers a line of accessories including perforated trays, solid
trays, beaker covers and support racks for your application needs. Please contact us for pricing.
Power tracking, degas. Power tracking, degas.Branson 5510, 2.5 Gallon Benchtop Ultrasonic
Cleaner in excellent working and cosmetic condition. Both the. more ultrasonic cleaner and
temperature control work. If you look at the pictures you can see the temperature rose from 24 d. to
27d. I tried showing a video that the ultrasonic cleaner was working but it would not accept it. I am
selling it to be in working condition. If you have any questions, please ask. International buyers,
check shipping cost before purchasing. RcmdId ViewItemDescV4,RlogId
p4%60bo7%60jtb9%3Fvo%7B%3Dd70f%2Bf54%3E14523cc67d50x10b CPX952317R. Bransonic M
and MH Series ultrasonic cleaners are known for offering a level of precision and reliability you have
come to expect from Branson. M Series includes 60minute mechanical timer and continuous
operation. Power tracking, degas.CPX952816R Brand New Item Branson M8800 5.5 Gal. Benchtop
Ultrasonic. CPX952816R. Bransonic M and MH Series ultrasonic cleaners are known for offering a
level of precision and reliability you have come to expect from Branson. Power tracking,
degas.CPX952119R Brand New Item Branson CPX1800 0.5 Gal. Benchtop Ultrasonic. CPX952119R.
Bransonic CPX ultrasonic baths feature digital controls with power tracking capabilities to adjust for
light or heavy loads. Ultrasonic power tracking The new CPX Series Bransonic control circuitry
actively tracks the operating frequency of the bath and immediately brings the tank’s frequency
back to its optimum point. What this means to the end user is that the CPX Series Bransonic bath
will always deliver the same ultrasonic power without depending on the operator to make
adjustments. The new CPX Series Bransonic delivers unwavering cavitation.

Steady activity in the bath, even when the load conditions change. Degassing and conditioning the
solution The CPX degassing period can be set up to 99 minutes. Extended degas time periods allow
for“beyond cleaning” applications such as sample preparation. Which includes degassing liquids,
mixing and homogenization, dissolving solids, cell lysing, and dispersion of particles. The CPX unit
allows the user to lower the amplitude of the acoustic energy in the bath 100% power to the tank for
normal applications, 70% power for delicate applications. Manipulating the output waveform in this
manner greatly helps to avoid damage to the components in the bath during the ultrasonic process.
Sleep mode An energysaving green feature. When the cycle is complete and no control keys are
touched for 15 minutes. The CPX unit goes into sleep mode. Touching any key on the controller
causes the unit to come back on. Convenient builtin pour drains are featured on.5 and.75 gallon
models. Tank drains with valves are CPX952317R. Bransonic M and MH Series ultrasonic cleaners
are known for offering a level of precision and reliability you have come to expect from Branson.
Warranty; Comes with 2 Years Manufacturers Warranty TO OUR CUSTOMERS. We appreciate very
much if you can leave us a 5 STAR positive feedback on ebay after you receive your item in the
condition you expected. Feedbacks are our essential tool to build up a trustful seller reputation on
eBay community. If you have any concerns with your purchase or our service, PLEASE Contact us
first before you leave us a negative feedback. We promise that we will try to do our best to resolve
your issue smoothly to deserve your positive feedback. If the item is subject to CPX952219R Brand
New Item Bransonic CPX ultrasonic baths feature digital.Ultrasonic power tracking The new CPX
Series Bransonic control circuitry actively tracks the operating frequency of the bath and
immediately brings the tank’s frequency back to its optimum point.

Convenient builtin pour drains are featured on.5 and.75 gallon models. Tank drains with valves are
incorporated on models 1.5gallon and larger. Plastic body, chemicalresistant. NOTE Tank co
CPX952319R Brand New Item Branson CPX3800 1.5 Gal. Benchtop Ultrasonic. CPX952319R.
Bransonic CPX ultrasonic baths feature digital controls with power tracking capabilities to adjust for
light or heavy loads. Convenient builtin pour drains are featured on.5 and.75 gallon models. Tank



drains with valves are CPX952119R Brand New Item Branson CPX1800 0.5 Gal. Benchtop
Ultrasonic. Convenient builtin pour drains are featured on.5 and.75 gallon models. Tank drains with
valves are CPX952316R. Bransonic M and MH Series ultrasonic cleaners are known for offering a
level of precision and reliability you have come to expect from Branson. If the item is subject to FDA
CPX952216R Brand New Item Bransonic M and MH Series ultrasonic cleaners.M Series includes
60minute mechanical timer and continuous operation. Power tracking, degas.CPX952316R.
Bransonic M and MH Series ultrasonic cleaners are known for offering a level of precision and
reliability you have come to expect from Branson. If the item is subject to FDA regulation, We
CPX952319R Brand New Item Branson CPX3800 1.5 Gal. Benchtop Ultrasonic. Convenient builtin
pour drains are featured on.5 and.75 gallon models. Tank drains with valves are CPX952819R Brand
New Item Bransonic CPXH heated ultrasonic.With programmable features. Degassing and
conditioning the solution The CPXH degassing period can be set up to 99 minutes. Ultrasonic power
tracking The new CPXH Series Bransonic control circuitry actively tracks the operating frequency of
the bath and immediately brings the tank’s frequency back to its optimum point. What this means to
the end user is that the CPXH Series Bransonic bath will always deliver the same ultrasonic power
without depending on the operator to make adjustments.

The new CPXH Series Bransonic delivers unwavering cavitation. Programmable The CPXH Series is
completely programmable. Once the process is entered into the controller. The end user only has to
start the program and they are free to leave the unit on its own to do the job. The programmable
process allows the process engineer to choose the temperature set point at which the degassing and
ultrasonic time periods are triggered to begin. Automatic ultrasonic activation When the process
temperature reaches the programmable set point. The ultrasonic cycle begins. This includes
selectable times for both degas and ultrasonic processing. The CPXH allows the user to lower the a
CPX952818R Brand New Item Bransonic CPXH heated ultrasonic baths.With programmable
features. The CPXH allows the user to lower the amplitude of CPX952817R. Bransonic M and MH
Series ultrasonic cleaners are known for offering a level of precision and reliability you have come to
expect from Branson. If the item is subje CPX952517R Brand New Item Bransonic M and MH Series
ultrasonic.M Series includes 60minute mechanical timer and continuous operation. If the item is
subject to FDA regulation, We will verify your status as an authorized purchaser of this item before
CPX952517R Brand New Item Bransonic M and MH Series ultrasonic.M Series includes 60minute
mechanical timer and continuous operation. Power tracking, degas.CPX952819R Brand New Item
Bransonic CPXH heated ultrasonic.With programmable features. The CPXH allows the user to lower
the amplitude CPX952317R. Bransonic M and MH Series ultrasonic cleaners are known for offering
a level of precision and reliability you have come to expect from Branson. Power tracking,
degas.CPX952518R Brand New Item Bransonic CPXH heated ultrasonic baths.With programmable
features. The CPXH allows the user to lower the amplitude of th Dental ultrasonic cleaners, Skymen
ultrasonic cleaner, LPs.Payment must immediately make after confirmation your buying.

Shipments are shipped mainly from China and made via China Post registered air mail.Branson
5510, 2.5 Gallon Benchtop Ultrasonic Cleaner in excellent working and cosmetic condition. Both the.
more ultrasonic cleaner and temperature control work. RcmdId ViewItemDescV4,RlogId
p4%60bo7%60jtb9%3Fvo%7B%3Dd70f%2Bf54%3E14523cc67d50x10b With programmable
features. The CPXH allows the user to lower the amplitude of the acoustic energy in th CPX952818R
Brand New Item Bransonic CPXH heated ultrasonic baths.With programmable features. The CPXH
allows the user to lower the amplitude of th Please understand if it is going out of the country it can
take between 3 and 6 weeks depending on customs. If item is weight is over 150 pounds too large
for Fedex it will need to be sent Freight This will require a commercial address name of Business
phone number if it is going to a residential address there will be extra 100.00 charge also if lift gate
is needed that is a additional charge Please email me with this information. If it is not shown in the
picture then it probably does not come with the item please email me if you have a question before



purchasing. Paypal Is accepted. All Items will be shipped out within 48 hours.If you have any
problems with the item please email us so we can work the problem out. Thank You For Looking At
Are Item18. Or something hot was next to it.not sure, but the plastic is slightly deformed I was not
the end user of this item. So I do not know the history or how it works Please see pics for detail and
condition FREE SHIPPING. Continental USA only.all others message for a shipping quote Check out
my. Be sure to add me to your. This item is part of an estate liquidation. You are buying this item as
is. And as found and as pictured. Ask questions if you have.Descriptions are as I see them, and not
responsible for omissions of details, as we are not experts at any of the items we sell. I am known for
my attention to care when packaging.

And even the best packing job may not survive the postal service.I add insurance at my expense for
your convenience and will file the claim if need be. I will not refund for items mishandled by the post
office when insurance is provided. We do not clean or refurbish any of our items due to the many
differences of opinion on cleaning techniques INTERNATIONAL BUYERS Due to the complexity of
international trade and shipping. Once the item is payed for and shipped, it has left my control. I
cannot be responsible for delayed shipping. Or customs issues, nor any additional fees to secure
your items once it has left my hands. I will provide tracking info if you select USPS express only.
Thank you for understanding. I also combine shipping as well as reuse and recycle packaging
materials to keep costs down and do my part to protect the environment. I also package things as I
would appreciate to receive them.intact. Please reuse or donate your packing materials This product
can be previewed at our facility in Ventura. Ca. during normal business hours 8am to 5pm MF. If you
have any questions or specific testing you would like done please email or call us before bidding.
Please call us if you have any questions at805 6483300 Photos in this listing may not show the exact
item we will shipie.If you have any questions please contact us before bidding. Shipping We will
professionally package. Using instapak foaminplace if needed, and insure this product for safe
delivery. Please contact us for international shipping rates. Local pickup is encouraged for which all
shipping and handling fees will be waived PID 42404 ABOUT SHIPPING TO DOMESTIC OUTLYING
AREAS Please note that although the shipping calculator should not offer rates to Alaska. Hawaii,
Puerto Rico, etc.These locations do not qualify for FREE SHIPPING offers, so weve had to exclude
them from all shipping to prevent erroneous listings.


